Host AGM_Selan says:
Previously on Star Trek: A Call To Duty - U.S.S. Titan.

The Titan was sent to "Memory Alpha" to investigate the apparent theft of a nearly 400-year old Romulan vessel and have now stumbled upon a greater mystery.

Cast of Characters

Paul Ambrose as CO Captain Matthew Loran
John Teasley as XO Commander John Teasley
Reuben Wilson as CTO Lieutenant Commander Scott Madson
Darlene Wise as TO Lieutenant Raine Benson
Kevin Geist as FCO Lieutenant Apollo Jadahn
Russ Hinsley as CSO Ensign Ryan Horn
Janaye Hinsley as OPS Lieutenant Sarah Nichols
Leonard Fletcher as CEO Lieutenant Commander Lars Fletcher

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Titan Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

TO_Benson says:
::On the Bridge at tactical station two preparing to launch the probe::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Stands on the Bridge looking at the mess at the OPS console::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Titan remains between Memory Alpha and the apparent hidden ship.

XO_Teasley says:
::Starting to work on repairing the OPS station::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A few engineers arrive on the Bridge to assist the XO in repairing the Operations console.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Probe ready for launch, Sir.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Having left the repair work to the XO, is now at the helm awaiting orders::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Two Nurses> ::Working on the OPS officer in Sickbay pretty much finished with healing her::

XO_Teasley says:
::Grabs a kit and work on the circuits::

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Launch the probe.  CTO: Once the probe has launched, raise shields.

CTO_Madson says:
::Standing on Bridge at tactical station one::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Is unconscious having nightmares about exploding consoles::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps the launch button::  Probe away, Sir.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A probe launches from the Titan toward the tachyon field.

XO_Teasley says:
::Takes out the burnt circuit and replaces it::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Engineer One> XO: Could you step back for a moment, Sir?

CTO_Madson says:
::Raises shields::

XO_Teasley says:
Engineer One: Sure thing, here.  ::Hands the circuit over::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Engineer One> ::Takes the circuit as all three of them step back::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A replacement console case for the OPS console is beamed to the Bridge, the engineers immediately set to work on replacing it.

TO_Benson says:
CO: ETA to probe intercept with the tachyon field 6 minutes.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Are the shields raised?

CTO_Madson says:
CO: They are raised, Sir.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Cursing out every little thing under his breath since he missed his lunch and is tired::

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Work with CSO on that gunpowder issue from the planet.

XO_Teasley says:
CO: It was weird, Sir, the ship was in the shape of an Earth football.

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO* How are repairs going down there, Sir?

CTO_Madson says:
::Monitoring the probe::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The engineers finish their work on the Operations console and beam the burned console case to a place where it won't get in the way.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Switches her screen to tactical one then turns and walks over to science station::

CEO_Fletcher says:
Self: I'm sweaty, I'm tired, I'm dirty and I'm.....::Sniffs self:: smelly.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* Status on the warp engines?

TO_Benson says:
::Steps up to Science station one:: CSO: What information do we have on the gunpowder, Ensign?

XO_Teasley says:
::Heads over to the OPS station::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: Shall we go to Science lab 1, I want to run some tests?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Sarcastically:: *FCO* They are just “peachy”  *CO* Be awhile before this bird can fly fast, Sir, another hour or so.

CTO_Madson says:
::Waits for the probe to reach its destination, meanwhile continues to look through the security logs for little things that stand out::

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* We don't have an hour, Commander.  We have about 10 minutes or so.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Very well, Ensign.  ::Turns and heads for the turbolift:: CTO: I will be in Science Lab one, Sir.  ::Enters turbolift::

CTO_Madson says:
TO: Understood.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Follows the TO::

TO_Benson says:
::Waits for the CSO to enter the turbolift::  Computer: Computer, Science Lab1.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Nurses in Sickbay wake up the OPS officer.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Sir, the probe has arrived.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: What data are we getting from it?

XO_Teasley says:
::Sits at his old station.  It feels different but gets right to work::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* I'll try but we get it for a few seconds then it shuts down.  I'll check the crystals to see.

TO_Benson says:
::Turns to look at the CSO:: CSO: Well, how do you like your new assignment thus far, Ensign?

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Oh shoot, the signal is gone!

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Did we get anything from it?

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Oh wait, its back!

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: I am starting to settle in.  Everyone on the ship seems nice.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Wakes up slowly and looks up at the nurses::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: It's coming back at us, but its moving slower.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Nurse One> ::Light smile:: OPS: Feeling better?

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Yes, they are.  ::Exits the turbolift and walks to Science Lab 1::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Pulls her arms up and looks at them then feels where the burns were on her face:: Nurse: How long was I out?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Goes over to the core and brings out the crystal converter::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Nurse Two> OPS: Barely twenty minutes.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: The information that I got from the tricorder indicates that the gunpowder was not what was used to make that hole.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: But, we aren't getting telemetry.  Actually, we are barely getting anything from the probe.

CEO_Fletcher says:
Self: Great just what I needed.  ::Looks at the crystals and pulls out a tricorder:: This isn't good.

TO_Benson says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Strange, indeed.  Then where did this gunpowder residue come from and what was its purpose?

OPS_Nichols says:
Nurse Two: My burns are healed.  Is there another reason I should still be here?

XO_Teasley says:
::Checks the power grid for more burned out circuits::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Nurse One> OPS: Not that we can see but check back in after your duty shift.

XO_Teasley says:
::Good no other burned circuits in the system::

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: What information are we getting from it?

TO_Benson says:
::Turns right at junction 23 Alpha and enters Science Lab 1::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: It is still heading at us.  We just lost the signal again and its computer is no longer functioning.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* I suggest you request a crystal transfer from the nearest Starbase and have some delivered.  Ours is.....hold on a tick.  ::Scans it again starts to get a strange reading::

OPS_Nichols says:
Nurse One: If nothing else happens before then.  ::Smiles slightly and sits up::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Nurse One> ::Helps the OPS officer up:: OPS: Hopefully.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: The gunpowder was set off to make it look like it was used to cause the hole but it was mostly to throw us off the right track.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Stands cautiously:: Nurse One: Thanks.  ::Heads out of the sickbay::

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Ah....I see, and what kind of tests are you planning to run on these gunpowder residues?

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Did we get any data as it entered, anything that can tell us more about that rift or whatever it is?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: I want to run some tests to see if I can get the origin of the components.

CTO_Madson says:
::Checks the computer:: CO: No data, nothing at all.

CEO_Fletcher says:
Self: Tachyon and chronoton emissions.  This isn’t right, they're de-crystallizing

TO_Benson says:
::Nods in anticipation:: CSO: Okay, this should prove interesting, proceed.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Enters turbolift:: Deck 3.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Is the probe still powered up and under propulsion or has it shut down completely?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Drums his fingers on the helm console::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*Bridge* Bridge, we have a problem.  We're losing the dilithium crystal.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Starts setting the equipment up to run some tests::

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* Explain.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Hears CEO and messes around with his console::

XO_Teasley says:
::What is going on here?  Runs level 3 check on all systems::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Enters her quarters and is bowled over by Becky and Josh::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: It is hard to determine its range.  I'm not sure what has happened to it, but it seems it has lost power.

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO*/CO: Confirmed on my console, we are losing dilithium.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: See if you can beam it to a cargo bay.

TO_Benson says:
::Stands to one side, out of the way and watches as the CSO begins his tests::

OPS_Nichols says:
Kids: Hey you, two.  You sensed what happened huh?

OPS_Nichols says:
<Joshua> OPS: Are you okay?  We heard you scream then you passed out.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Perhaps we want to conduct a scan on it first to check and see?  To make sure its is stable enough or not booby-trapped?

XO_Teasley says:
::No noticeable affects on the power grid::

OPS_Nichols says:
Kids: Yes, I'm fine.  I wish I could stay here with you but they need me on the Bridge.  I have to change my uniform first.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Is there anything I can do to assist you?  I must admit, science is not one of my strong subjects, but I'm willing to help in any way I can.

OPS_Nichols says:
<Rebekah> OPS: Yeah, you look pretty messy right now.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Oh and it is approximately a minute away from reaching the Titan.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Do so, Commander.

OPS_Nichols says:
Kids: Thanks, Becky.  You two go on and play okay?  ::Enters the bedroom and changes her uniform::

CTO_Madson says:
::Runs a quick scan of the internal systems of the probe but sets a transporter lock on it::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* The crystal is de-crystallizing.  It might be due to the tachyon and chronoton emissions hitting it but I don't know where it's coming from.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: If you could start a computer search of all known planets that have the minerals for making gunpowder?

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Prepare to break orbit.  I want to put a little distance between us and the rift to see if it stabilizes the crystals.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Hugs the kids then leaves her quarters::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Of course.  ::Moves to another console and begins setting up the computer search parameters::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Begins a particle scan::

CTO_Madson says:
::Seems to be safe:: CO: Transporting on board.  ::Initiates transport of the probe into cargo bay one and erects a forcefield::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO* Couldn't forcefields be set up to guard the crystals from stray particles?  

OPS_Nichols says:
::Enters the turbolift:: Bridge.  ~~CSO: What's happening up there?~~~

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Break orbit and put us half this system's distance from that rift.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The probe appears in cargo bay one.  A moment later, a forcefield leaps up around it.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Stops for a second::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Probe is in Cargo Bay 1 and surrounded by a forcefield.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Steps off of the turbolift onto the Bridge::

TO_Benson says:
CSO: This search will take the computer a few minutes to compile.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir, leaving orbit now.  ::Leaves orbit and moves away from rift::

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Permission to return to duty, Sir?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Titan comes about and moves at best impulse speed away from the rift.

CTO_Madson says:
::Runs a scan on the probe's power supply::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Granted.

XO_Teasley says:
::Gets up from the OPS spot and turns it over to the OPS::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: Huh?  Oh, of course there are a lot of planets out there.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Check to see if the computer is intact from the probe and see if there are any viruses in it.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
Just out there: ~~~Hello?~~~

OPS_Nichols says:
::XO: Thank you, Sir.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Thinks: There should be some spare crystals in storage::

TO_Benson says:
::Sits watching the computer monitor as it performs the search::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: The computer is fried.

OPS_Nichols says:
~~~CSO: Hello!~~~ ::Glances over her shoulder at the CSO’s station and smiles::

XO_Teasley says:
OPS: No problem.

CTO_Madson says:
Computer: How long is the expected lifetime of a probe's power source?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CTO: Specify probe class.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Thinks for a moment how good it is to be serving with Ryan::

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: See if you can retrieve any data from the probe's sensors or computer.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
~~~OPS: Sarah~~~

TO_Benson says:
::Notes the planet list beginning to form on her monitor screen.  Begins reading the relevant information::  CSO: Starting to get search results now.

CTO_Madson says:
::Gives the computer the probe class from his console::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: Good.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Begins checking readings::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: What can you tell me about your run in with another rift of this type of origin?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CTO: Approximately 525 years if systems have normal use and use programmed interval shut down periods.

TO_Benson says:
::Watches the list scroll on her screen:: Self: No, no, no....hmmm.....

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Goes to storage and pulls out two containers:: Self: These should have the crystals.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* Have there been any changes in the crystals since we left orbit?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Decides he is just imagining things::

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: We encountered the ISS Gryphon, a total replica of our USS Gryphon right down to her Captain.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Captain, I know what has happened to the probe.

TO_Benson says:
::Taps the console editing the search parameters and waits::  CSO: I am narrowing the search parameters from the list compiled.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Hold on a minute, I want to hear what the Lieutenant can tell me.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: They kidnapped a refugee from the Delphyne along with our Counselor.  We were not able to reopen the rift and get either one of them back.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: I think we may be able to start tracking who is responsible by tracking their movements.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: And who is "Their"?

OPS_Nichols says:
~~~CSO: Ryan, hello~~~

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: The ones responsible for the disappearance of the ship.

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Can you give me any more information about it?

TO_Benson says:
CSO: I am uncertain how to track someone when we don't yet know who this someone is.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Hears it again:: ~~~OPS: Sarah~~~

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: I'm sorry, Sir, I'm still trying to collect my thoughts.

TO_Benson says:
::Hears the computer beep and looks at the monitor::  Self: Hmmm....

Host CO_Loran says:
::Turns to CTO::  CTO: What do you have, Commander?

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* No change, I'm going to change the crystal with a spare.

CTO_Madson says:
::Checks the internal condition on the circuitry, sees if there are any circuits that can be recovered::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: If we can determine where they have been we can start finding out “who” has been obtaining these materials.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Sir, the rift was originally opened by the other side in a field of high tachyon charges.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* Check to make sure there isn't any interference in the core itself before putting new crystals in.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: We believe that they used a phased torpedo to open the rift.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Sir, the probe.  The probe wasn't attacked or damaged, like it might have seemed.  It got old, old very quickly and to be specific, approximately 507 years older.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Very interesting.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Checks core and runs some tests before he begins to put in the spare crystal::  *CO* Yes, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Well, it would seem we might have to begin our search in the Beta Quadrant.  Apparently all the planets listed are pre-warp and not in the immediate area.  There are two planets in the Beta Quadrant that are warp capable but are too far out to have any direct relation to this incident.

XO_Teasley says:
CTO: Then it sounds like from the year 2500?

OPS_Nichols says:
~~~CSO: ::Laughs::~~~

CTO_Madson says:
XO: No, this is our probe just a very aged version of it.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Continues checking to see what she missed while injured::

Host CO_Loran says:
XO: Go to the cargo bay where the probe is and see if you can interface with the computer on the probe and get any kind of data from it.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: Beta Quadrant, nothing in the Alpha quadrant?

XO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Heads for the turbolift and enters::  Cargo bay 1.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Negative.  ::Taps the console as she stares at the screen::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Smiles having figured it out::

CTO_Madson says:
XO: Sir, I already checked.  The computer system is fried.  He'll have to recover the data manually on any bit of circuitry that is good.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CSO* How are things coming with your investigation on the gunpowder?

XO_Teasley says:
::Exits turbolift and walks into the cargo bay and notices the probe is looking old::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
*CO* I will be on the Bridge in a few moments with a full report, Sir.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: I missed the beginning of the probe investigation Sir, but could it be a type of temporal flux field on the other side of the rift?

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* The core test is negative, nothing wrong with it.  I’m changing the crystal.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Actually, we don't have to know if there are any planets capable of producing the gunpowder.  There is always the possibility it was obtained by the perpetrators through barter or black market purchase for use in this incident.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Sir, I have a theory, that could explain some things.

OPS_Nichols says:
~~CSO: Good, then I can see you~~

XO_Teasley says:
::Grabs a tricorder and scans::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: That still makes it traceable.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Go ahead, Commander.

XO_Teasley says:
::Tries to open it so he can look on the inside::

TO_Benson says:
CSO: True, however without knowing where to start, it would be difficult to track.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Checks the communications log and finds a message stating her brother is awake::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
Computer: Do the scans of the gunpowder show any correlation with any of these planets in the Beta quadrant?

XO_Teasley says:
::Looks at his scans and sees a tachyon/chronoton field.  Looks like the one just outside the ship::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Ok, I think it could be safe to assume that the vessel we encountered is from the future, and has stolen the vessel.  That would explain the temporal rift and how they just got it out without any trace.  Now, perhaps their vessel shape or hull type makes it safe for them to travel through the rift.  If our probe didn't have that protection…..

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CSO: No correlation is detected between the specified powder and recorded data on powders used in noted Beta Quadrant planets.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Then perhaps the way they open the rift would cause everything else to age the difference if they were protected.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Checks the updated sensors on the tachyon and chronoton levels::

XO_Teasley says:
::Keeps scanning::

TO_Benson says:
::Hears the response from the computer and raises an eyebrow at the CSO::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Soon goes and changes the crystal then goes to power up the core::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: This doesn’t make sense. Computer: Any sign that these components were replicated?

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Now maybe an artifact that old is either a valuable asset financially or perhaps from their passive behavior, they just collect relics but that much is just speculation.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Do we know if shields would protect us?

XO_Teasley says:
::Wonders about going into the probe itself::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
~~~OPS: Yes you will~~~

XO_Teasley says:
::Touches the probe to see about opening it::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Activates the power start mode sequence and crosses fingers in prayer::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CSO: Please specify parameters.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: There would be no way to know without testing it.  We weren't able to get anything from the probe, so how would we know?  But, perhaps if we sent in an altered shuttle, give it a backup memory system, additional clocks, extra power supply, everything we need to make it last 500 years or somewhat last 500 years.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
Computer: Is there any type of signature that would indicate replication?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CSO: Negative.

XO_Teasley says:
::Opens the panels on the probe to look inside::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The deteriorating probe's exterior cracks under the XO's touch.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
Computer: Speculate the origin of the materials?

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Send it in on auto-navigate.  If the clocks all show the current time then it worked.  Or to make sure, we could do the same with another shuttle, except one that has no active shields and check the time difference.

XO_Teasley says:
::Thinks: Good grief, got to be careful. Uses the tricorder::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CSO: Processing.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Unless, we could design a probe with an internal shield generator.

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: I do not know, Lieutenant, check to see if your theory might be correct.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The XO finds that the computer is completely gone. There is no possible way to retrieve anything from it.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Pulls up information regarding "temporal flux"::

XO_Teasley says:
::Finds the probe core and scans it.  Thinks: Looks like someone has been in here. Scans for DNA::

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: See if you can modify a probe with an internal shield generator.  We did do it on Arcadia once.

XO_Teasley says:
::Thinks: No DNA either, odd:: *CO* Sir, the core of the probe is gone, I can't get anything out of it.  ::Scans for possible timeline::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Reenters power up sequence to the core::

Host CO_Loran says:
*XO* See if you can see if the probe has aged over 500 years.

XO_Teasley says:
*CO* Checking now, Sir.  ::Keeps scanning::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Understood.  ::Brings up a design program on console and starts a design that attaches two probes, a shield generator, and an extra power supply and queries the computer for the time it would take to build one::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Compares flux readings from the database with the scans from the probe::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The warp core finally powers up.

XO_Teasley says:
*CO* Sir, the probe has aged to 510 years old.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Notices warp power restored:: *CEO* Nice work, Sir.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Scans prove inconclusive:: Self: Shoot!  And just when I thought I was up to something.

CEO_Fletcher says:
Self: It’s about time!  Begins to fix the MS array.  *FCO* Thanks but we still don't have sensors.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CSO: Data process completed. No discernable locations. Not enough data.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Is it possible to get the probe to stop while half of it is in the rift?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
Computer: Do the materials show any kind of temporal displacement?

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO* Hmm....those would be kind of......umm......necessary, huh?

XO_Teasley says:
::Scans for anything out of the ordinary::

TO_Benson says:
::Walks to the replicator:: CSO: Care for anything, Ensign?  ::Taps the control panel and replicates a cup of coffee::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Send a message to SFC and inform them of what we have found out so far.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: In theory, with these rifts but it is extremely difficult to judge the halfway point.  By the way, it will take five hours on the probe.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* I would think so.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: Pepsi please.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: What about a chain gang, Sir?  If we tie the sensors of the two probes together and send them a few hundred meters apart, the second one might be able to record what happens to the first one.

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Yea, but the same thing would happen to the first and we still wouldn't have any information from the probes.

TO_Benson says:
::Nods:: Computer: Computer, one uhh....ummm.....Pepsi?  ::Watches as the replicator replicates a large glass with dark brown liquid and ice cubes in it.  Takes the cold glass and hands it to the CSO:: CSO: Here you go, Ensign.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: Thank you.  ::Takes a drink::

TO_Benson says:
CSO: You're welcome.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Commander Fletcher has restored warp power but we are still waiting on sensors.

OPS_Nichols says:
Self: I'll go.  Everybody says I look too young as it is.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CSO: Negative, no signs of temporal displacement. No signs of chronoton particles.

XO_Teasley says:
::Wonders what happened to the probe::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: That is good to know, as we needed the warp power back online.

TO_Benson says:
::Sits down in a chair and takes a sip of coffee:: CSO: If you ask me, this is all a waste of time.  What we need to do is gear up the Titan for time travel and enter into the rift, if we expect to solve this mystery.  ::Takes another sip of her coffee::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Begins searching the database for any other records of temporal rifts::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: We would have to guide the probe in very slowly until the disturbance starts affecting a portion.  Actually, we could make an easy design that would make.  You know how insects have feelers we could add a long rod on each side.   With a small sensor network on them, make them about 50 meters long.  It would be much easier that way.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
TO: As much as I don’t like the idea I must agree with you.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: We need the probe's sensor equipment in the nose and its computer in its tail, along with the communications gear, so we can get the data before it dies.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: What would someone want with an old Romulan vessel anyway, except to maybe display it in a museum?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
Computer: Scan the materials for any type of signature that may determine origin.

TO_Benson says:
CSO: I mean I did a study of the vessel and true it could be refitted with modern technology but why would "they" do that?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the area where the rift is wavers and from it, the massive Football Shaped Vessel appears and beside it is the small, "stolen" Romulan craft.

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Titan Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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